
Week Three Lent Prayer
We Thirst

Call to Prayer
Leader God, you yearn for us, for our faith and love, 
  seeking us at the core of our deepest being.
All  May we open ourselves to the wonders of your grace,
  that awaits us, as we pray. 

                 Infinite Grace                          Sarah Hart/Marc Byrd

                https://youtu.be/kuQ3X5Eog5E

There is a welcome field where even the water’s still,
a pasture made for rest in the arms of holiness.

Where mercy gently sings and thirsty hearts can drink.
Let us find our way, lead us to that place 

where infinite grace falls like rain, infinite grace sings our name, 
where merciful love shepherds us in beautiful ways with infinite grace.

And let us want no more than to be with you, Lord,
to simply catch our breath when we see the table set

with cups that overflow, our future and our hope,
where fear is lost to love and you are more than enough,     

where infinite grace falls like rain, infinite grace sings our name,
where merciful love shepherds us in beautiful ways with infinite grace.

How sweet the sound that saves us the word by which we’re found.
The promise that sustains us, the light that leads us home.

         Lead us home .  .  .   
                                                        ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞
Antiphon The rhythm of our life of prayer, both together and individuals,
         readies us for deepening relationships which are rooted in God . . . 
            (Constitutions 30)

Cross-bearer and Wearer of the Wood,
many are the burdens that press with force upon my spirit,

like the empty buckets I carry as I trudge to the well.

Thirst leads me to the well.
This action becomes almost mindless except

for the lonely ache in my heart which no amount of water can quench.
But one day You met me at the place of deep thirst and

You said, “Give me a drink.”
             (over)



Our conversation that follows takes 
me deeper into my own heart 

where I can finally name
my insatiable desire that only You, 

who also thirsts, can fulfill.

Your Abba God chose to be embodied in You, Jesus,
who would cry, “I am thirsty . . . Give me a drink.”

You have become “a spring of water gushing up to eternal life.”
changing my life forever.

So I move on with fresh freedom,
placing faith in Your strength and compassion.

And now when I return to this well to pray, 
I know I will meet Someone who understands my thirst.

∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

Prayers of Intercession
 Leader O God, the fountain of life, to those parched with thirst You offer the         
                            living water of grace, hear us as we give voice to these petitions.

Spontaneous intercessions

Closing Prayer
      
 Encouraging Companion and Friend, 
  drop the measureless bucket of grace
   into the well of my waiting heart.
    Draw forth the virtues that live in me.
     May every person who comes my way
      find benefits from what my well contains.  AMEN!
          (Jesus, Friend of My Soul, Joyce Rupp) 


